Gilboa® is a series of assault rifles, SBR's and DMR/sniper rifles manufactured
by Silver Shadow Israel & Gilboa® USA in calibers ranging from .223 REM ,9mm,
7.62X39 mm and 300 Blackout.
Gilboa® is an improvement of the AR platform, which is the personal weapon of
choice for many units world wide and is one of the world's most common rifles also
produced in a number of countries.
The Gilboa® mechanism is based on Gas impingement or piston in some models,
whereas the 9mm Gilboa® works on blowback.
Low weight is achieved by the use of aviation aluminum alloy 7075.
Upper and lower parts produced by CNC machining from solid block of aluminum
(billet) produce tight tollerances, as a result of the anodize of the part, it comes out
stronger than a forged one.
In this way, after shooting stress tests of tens of thousands of rounds, pin holes remain
free of distortion and consequently, no harm is done to the calibration of weapon
and reduces the wear of the internal parts that is typical to a forged weapon – "more
accuracy, less wear".
The Barrel, firing mechanism, bolt, and gas block are made from thermal treated steel,
each part is manufactured according to the highest standards.
The location of the butt stock and a five point grip in addition to the distinctive muzzle
brake reduces the recoil and allows a faster return to target-picture in all
shooting situations.
The company is located in Israel, is a licensed arms dealer and manufacturer,
authorized by the Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Public Security & The Israel Export
Institute. The company has marketing and export licenses from the MOD in a very
large number of countries.

Comes with polymer round
handguard or aluminum quad rail

Carbine 14.5"

6-positon collapsible stock

Chrome
lined 1:7

5.56 mm
Breacher muzzle brake
reduces recoil and
improves stability
Gilboa® Carbine 14.5" (Gas impingement or Piston driven):
The Carbine, is part of a series of Tier-1 firearms made
by Silver Shadow in Israel which is produced using
cutting edge manufacturing techniques with the purpose
of improving the well-known and proven system platform.
Our R&D laboratory utilizes state-of-the-art equipment
and its personnel consists of leading Israeli firearms
designers. With a combined experience spanning many
decades.
The Gilboa® is superior to other rifles due to the manner
in which it's manufactured using CNC machinery. This
improves the chassis significantly and enhances the
weapon's reliability and durability under the harshest
field conditions.
The Carbine is 100% compatible to Standard AR's, thus
making parts and maintenance as well as training an
easy task.

1 year limited
warranty

Aircraft grade aluminum
(7075-T6) and hard
anodized upper and
lower receiver

Carbine 14.5"
Caliber
Method of operation
Weight without magazine
Overall length (stock extended)
Overall length (stock folded)
Barrel length
Bore characteristics
Firing mode

5.56 mm
Gas impingement or piston driven
2.32 Kg
900mm
820mm
368mm (14.5”)
Chrome lined 1:7
semi-auto / full auto

5.56 mm caliber rifle,
standard AR magazines
MilSpec
trigger

Commando 11.5"
5.56 mm

Chrome
lined 1:7

Comes with polymer round
handguard or aluminum quad rail
6-positon collapsible stock

Breacher muzzle brake
reduces recoil and
improves stability

The Commando, like the Carbine, is manufactured from 7075 Aluminum Billet and machined
by CNC, it is 100% compatible with standard AR's, it's classic for mounted law enforcment
work, CQB or any operator who needs a short rifle so he can work with his hands like: bomb
squad, medics or K9 units.

1 year limited
warranty

Aircraft grade aluminum
(7075-T6) and hard
anodized upper and
lower receiver

Commando 11.5"
Caliber
Method of operation
Weight without magazine
Overall length (stock extended)
Overall length (stock folded)
Barrel length
Bore characteristics
Firing mode

5.56 mm
Gas impingement or piston driven
2.20 Kg
820mm
730mm
292mm (11.5”)
Chrome lined 1:7
semi-auto / full auto

5.56 mm caliber rifle,
standard AR magazines

MilSpec
trigger

Comes with aluminum
quad rail
Chrome
lined 1:7

Shorty 7.5"
5.56 mm

6-positon collapsible stock

Custum-made
flash hider for SBR

The Short Barrel Rifle (SBR) in the Gilboa® series had its gas system optimized and
balanced in order to lower operating temperatures for improved reliability. The “Shorty”
model was developed specifically for professionals who need compact weapons with the
firepower of a full-size carbine.
This model is already in use by many government units and security companies who need
high power weapon that is short and easy to operate.

Aircraft grade aluminum
(7075-T6) and hard
anodized upper and
lower receiver

1 year limited
warranty

Shorty 7.5"
Caliber
Method of operation
Weight without magazine
Overall length (stock extended)
Overall length (stock folded)
Barrel length
Bore characteristics
Firing mode

5.56 mm
Gas impingement
1.8 Kg
680mm
610mm
178mm (7.5”)
Chrome lined 1:7
semi-auto / full auto

5.56 mm caliber rifle,
standard AR magazines

MilSpec
trigger

Free float aluminum
quad-rail handguard
accepts Picatinny
accessories

DMR 18"

6-positon collapsible stock

Non-chromed lined 1:7
twist, match-barell

5.56 mm
The Gilboa® DMR is based on the same hard-running
platform of the Gilboa® rifle. The DMR is a heavily modified
Gilboa® semi-auto rifle, designed specifically for increased
accuracy over range, thereby providing operators with a
significant tactical advantage. The DMR is fitted with a heavy
match barrel for better harmonics and has a 1:7 twist. This
twist rate is idealized for using heavier grain ammunition (6277 grains) but all projectile weights of 5.56 mm ammunition
can be fired from the DMR barrel.
The muzzle of the barrel is crowned for accuracy.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light weight and convenient mobility.
Accuracy while maintaining operational role ability.
Penetration.
Firepower.
Common ammunition and magazine.
Quick and easy magazine change.
Operators face safely away from chamber
(safe from catastrophic chamber failure and gases).

Sniper crown

Aircraft grade aluminum
(7075-T6) and hard
anodized upper and
lower receiver

1 year limited
warranty

DMR 18"
Caliber
Method of operation
Weight without magazine
Overall length (stock extended)
Overall length (stock folded)
Barrel length
Bore characteristics
Firing mode

5.56 mm
Gas impingement
3.350 Kg
950mm
870mm
457mm (18”)
1:7 Match barrel
semi-auto

5.56 mm caliber rifle,
standard AR magazines

Optional upgrade
to 2-stage,
ultra-crisp sniper
trigger assembly

DBR SNAKE

Free-float aluminum
quad-rail handguard
accepts Picatinny and
keymode accessories

Breacher muzzle brake
reduces recoil and
improves stability

5.56 mm

Aircraft grade aluminum
(6061) and hard
anodized upper receiver
One positon fixed stock
made using high grade,
high impact polymer
composite material.

Chrome lined 1:7
RH twist chrome
lined double barrel
Lower receiver made
using high grade,
high impact polymer
composite material

Double the firepower double the fun!

The DBR Snake concept was developed by Silver Shadow to
improve combat fire effectiveness by firing two rounds without
the delay and recoil of a cycling mechanism.
The Snake will allow faster traversing between multiple targets
by enabling two rounds on target with each double, side-byside trigger pull. Therefor minimizing time on target before
moving to the next target.
Based on the Gilboa® platform, the snake has wider upper
and lower receivers to incorporate the two independent firing
systems.
The two parallel barrels are 3 cm apart from the bore center.
The Lower receiver as well as the integrated stock is made
from composite materials, thus making it lighter.

Double Barrel Snake
Caliber
Method of operation
Weight without magazine
Overall length
Barrel length
Barrel length Weapon width
Bore characteristics
Firing mode

5.56 mm
Impingement gas system
4.900 Kg
790mm
2x292mm (11.5")
92mm
Chrome lined 1:7 RH
semi-auto

Gas impingement
operation system

5.56 mm caliber rifle,
standard AR magazines

Double side-by-side
MilSpec trigger

1 year limited
warranty

Chrome
lined 1:7

Comes with a polymer round
handguard or aluminum quad rail
6-positon collapsible stock

300 Blackout
7.62 X 35mm
For optimal use with
a suppresor/silencer
Aircraft grade aluminum
(7075-T6) and hard
anodized upper and
lower receiver

The Gilboa® 300 BLK was created to be a reliable compact 30-cal
solution for the Gilboa® platform
Utilize existing inventory magazines while retaining their full capacity
Create the optimal platform for sound and flash suppressed fire
Create compatible full power ammunition that matches 7.62x39 ballistics
Work with subsonic and full power ammunition without requiring adjustable
gas blocks.
Provide the ability to penetrate barriers with high-mass projectiles
Provide all capabilities in a lightweight, durable, low recoiling package

300 BLACK OUT
Caliber
Method of operation
Weight without magazine
Overall length
Barrel length
Bore characteristics
Firing mode

7.62X35mm
Impingement gas system
1.950 Kg
775mm
243mm (9.5")
Chrome lined 1:8 RH
semi-auto / full auto

MilSpec
trigger

1 year limited
warranty
7.62X35 caliber rifle,
standard AR magazines

Free-float, super slim
multi-rail handguard
accepts Picatinny and
keymod accessories
Chrome
lined 1:10

M-43
7.62 X 39mm

Breacher muzzle brake
reduces recoil and
improves stability

6-positon collapsible stock

Aircraft grade aluminum
(7075-T6) and hard
anodized upper and
lower receiver
1 year limited
warranty
7.62X39 caliber rifle,
standard AK magazines

M-43 Carbine/Commando/Shorty (Gas impingement):
Gilboa® M-43 was developed for organizations that presently
use firearms chambered for the 7.62x39mm AK47 cartridge,
so they may benefit from the added value of upgrading to the
modern Gilboa® system while retaining their standard-issue
AK47 magazines, stock ammunition, vests and web gear.
The upper and lower receivers of the Gilboa® are fully
machined from solid aircraft aluminum alloy billet (7075-T6)
and then hard anodized to ensure a stronger, more durable
firearm with no dimensional inconsistencies.

Carbine

Caliber
Method of operation
Weight without magazine
Overall length (stock extended)
Overall length (stock folded)
Barrel length
Bore characteristics
Firing mode

Commando
Shorty
7.62X39
Gas impingement
2.35Kg
2.20Kg
1.95Kg
900mm
835mm
670mm
815mm
740mm
590mm
368mm (14.5”) 292mm (11.5”) 178mm (7”)
Chrome lined 1:10
semi-auto / full auto

MilSpec
trigger

Super slim multi-rail handguard
accepts Picatinny accessories

Blowback system

SBR 9mm
9 X 19mm

The Gilboa ®9mm SBR compliments the Gilboa® family by
adding more versatility.
Operators requiring 9mm characteristics can transition between
their AR type main weapon and the 9mm SBR without extra
training as the SBR retains the same handling and familiarity
of their main weapon and at the same time, using the common
Glock type pistol magazine enables government agencies
using this same magazine in their side arms to complement
tactical reloading, magazine sharing and use existing web
gear configured for their pistols.
Using the Gilboa® 9mm will cut down training time and cut
logistical costs due to the common parts for maintenance and
magazines offered by many name brand and OEM companies.
Gilboa® 9mm can be used with 10/15/17/32/50/100 rd. and
drum magazines.

Optional detachable
folding stock

1:10 twist

Aircraft grade
aluminum (6061-T6)
and hard anodized
upper and lower
receiver
SBR 9mm
Caliber
Method of operation
Weight without magazine
Overall length (stock extended)
Overall length (stock folded)
Barrel length
Bore characteristics
Firing mode

9x19mm
Blowback
2.380 kg
633mm
412mm
203mm (8”)
1:10 twist
semi-auto

9X19 caliber, uses standard
Glock type magazines

MilSpec
trigger
1 year limited
warranty

vantage points. The video camera enables
forces to scan an area prior to pinpointing
a target and broadcast the footage directly,
in real time, to the operating team behind.

Corner Shot is a highly technological system
that protects security forces by enabling them to
observe and engage a target from behind a corner
without exposing any body parts.
The Corner Shot is a worldwide patent being used
by Special Forces, military units and law enforcement
agencies around the world.
Corner Shot enables security forces to completely
protect themselves from the line of fire when shooting
a target. Corner Shot is a system that attaches to
most top-tier semi-auto and select-fire pistols, like the
Glock 17/19/22/23, SIG Sauer P226/228, and Beretta
92F/PX4 Storm (Corner Shot is compatible with
the guns referenced here as well as handguns not
listed, (additional charges may apply), M203-40MM
Granade Launcher as well as Non-Lethal Weapons. It
includes a small, high-resolution camera and monitor,
which can observe and view a target from various

The Corner Shot system is designed in a
way that enables security forces to engage
targets from the left, and right, from the front, up or
down, and to move to each of these shooting positions
very rapidly without the removal of hands from the
weapons. This shortens reaction time and increases
accuracy in sudden engagement situations. The
weapon system can be triggered completely from
behind cover.

Silver Shadow

is a manufacturer
of lower part kits
& other various
AR parts

The new rifle series catalogue

